
Deliberate Practice For Daily Growth
with Stephen Taylor

YouTube: YouTube.com/DrummerEtc
Twitter: Twitter.com/DrummerEtc
Facebook: Facebook.com/stephen.taylor.drum.lessons
Instagram: StephensDrumShed

Highlights:
-Founded online drum school in 2011

-Has played professionally since age 16

-Former major label artist

-Thousands of drum students around the world

-Weekly lesson for VicFirth.com

-Featured in October 2013 issue of DRUM! Magazine

-Bachelor's degree in Jazz Studies

You Might Be Thinking…

“I could never double my daily progress.”

https://www.youtube.com/user/DrummerEtc
https://instagram.com/stephensdrumshed/
https://www.facebook.com/stephen.taylor.drum.lessons
https://twitter.com/drummeretc


This is for you if…

-Your drumming is stuck.

-Your progress feels like a ride at Six Flags.

-You feel like you’re on the drumming treadmill.

-You feel like your practice times are unproductive.

-You want to see DAILY improvement.

-You need focus.

This isn't just about improving your practice time. 
This is about seeing daily progress in your drumming.

Today We’re Going to Cover:
-What separates the elite from the average

-Why excuses won't cut it anymore

-The 5 lessons I've learned about having a successful practice
time

-It's not always how long you practice, it's how deliberate you
practice.

-How you can see daily improvement in your playing.



5 Lessons Learned

1. Be Consistent
Your practice time has to be a scheduled event, NOT an after thought.

2. Laser Focus
Interruptions can cause us to take up to 50% longer to learn or 
perform a task. Looking at your phone is an interruption!

3. Set Goals
This is the single most important step in practicing deliberately.

4. Keep a Practice Log or Journal
You have to chart your progress DAILY. This helps you look back and 
see how far you've come on those days you're just not "feeling it".

5. Find A Teacher
WHEN YOU PAY PEOPLE AT THE NEXT LEVEL, YOU WILL GO TO 
THE NEXT LEVEL!



Here’s what will happen…

-You will go from unpredictable progress to predictable, daily 
growth.

-You will go from frustrated to satisfied.

-You will begin to hit goals on a regular basis and stay 
motivated.

-You will develop the tools to continue this growth as long as 
you want, through deliberate practice.

ANYONE can become an expert, if they practice deliberately.

Many experts only practice an average of 3 hours a day, and 
regularly build in a day of rest.



Is Drum Better Daily For Me?

Everything you get:

-Over forty 8 week lesson tracks

-A Self Assessment Process

-2 New Live Lessons Every Week

-2 Weekly Practice Breakout Sessions

-Chat board for real time interaction

-Weekly Student Reviews

-Done For You Lesson Resources

-Sheet Music With Every Lesson

-Self Guided Beginner Section

-1 New 8 Week Lesson Track Added Every Month

-Weekly DBD Email with practice resources, motivation, & more

-Killer Teacher Support & a Supportive Community

www.StephensDrumShed.com/Start


